
Exercise 1  
Fill in the blanks using the words below. In some cases you will need to use plural or past tense forms. 
The correct answers are on the last page. 
 
gulp gullet glottis   glutton      gluttony gills gulch gully gulf 
 
1. A ________ is a large body of salt water that is surrounded on two sides by land. The ________ of 
Mexico is an example of this kind of body of water. 
 
2. I ate way too much food over the weekend, I feel like a complete ________. 
 
3. ________ are the parallel holes on the sides of fishes’ faces that help them to breathe underwater. 
 
4. The ________ is a flat piece of skin inside the throat that closes to protect the lungs from dirt and 
dust. 
 
5. I was so hungry after riding my bike seventy kilometers that I came home and put a kilo of pizza down 
my ________.  
 
6. ________ and ________ are both V-shaped cuts in the ground made by flowing water. The difference 
between them is that a ________ is deeper and sometimes still has water in it, while a ________ is 
smaller and is dry. 
 
7. Eating an entire birthday cake alone is an example of ________. 
 
8. Alex needed to wake up quickly for his business presentation, so he ________ a cup of coffee down 
just before it started.  
 
1. gulf, Gulf     2. glutton     3. gills     4. glottis     5. gullet     6. Gullies/ gulches or Gulches/ gullies; gulch; 
gully    7. gluttony     8. gulped       
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Exercise 2 
Complete the crossword below. Try to remember the words instead of looking at the answers above. 
 
Words with GL 

 

 
 

Across 

3. the ______ of Mexico and the Persian ______ 
are bodies of salt water bordered on two or 
more sides by land 

4. a cut in the earth made by flowing water; is 
now dry 

6. a person's throat 

7. eating two large pizzas is an example of ..... 

 
 

    

Down 

1. to quickly drink a lot of liquid 

2. if you eat two large pizzas, you are a ...... 

3. a deep cut in the earth made by flowing 
water; may still be wet 

5. a flat piece of skin inside a person's throat that 
protects the lungs 

6. fish use these to breathe underwater 
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ANSWER KEY 

 

Exercise 1: 

1. gulf, Gulf     2. glutton     3. gills     4. glottis     5. gullet     6. Gullies/ gulches or Gulches/ gullies; gulch; 

gully    7. gluttony     8. gulped  

 

Exercise 2: 

Across: 

3. Gulf     5. gully    6. gullet     7. gluttony 

Down: 

1. gulp     2. glutton     3. gulch     5. glottis     6. gills          
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